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ABSTRACT By means of time-resolved electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy, the photoexcited structural
changes of site-directed spin-labeled bacteriorhodopsin are studied. A complete set of cysteine mutants of the C-D loop,
positions 100–107, and of the E-F loop, including the first -helical turns of helices E and F, positions 154–171, was modified
with a methanethiosulfonate spin label. The EPR spectral changes occurring during the photocycle are consistent with a small
movement of helix C and an outward tilt of helix F. These helix movements are accompanied by a rearrangement of the E-F
loop and of the C-terminal turn of helix E. The kinetic analysis of the transient EPR data and the absorbance changes in the
visible spectrum reveals that the conformational change occurs during the lifetime of the M intermediate. Prominent
rearrangements of nitroxide side chains in the vicinity of D96 may indicate the preparation of the reprotonation of the Schiff
base. All structural changes reverse with the recovery of the bacteriorhodopsin initial state.
INTRODUCTION
The retinal protein bacteriorhodopsin (BR) acts as a light-
driven proton pump in the cell membrane of Halobacterium
salinarum (for reviews see, e.g., Lanyi, 1993; Oesterhelt,
1998; Haupts et al., 1999). Cryo-electron microscopy (Hen-
derson et al., 1990; Grigorieff et al., 1996) and x-ray dif-
fraction (Pebay-Peyroula et al., 1997; Lu¨cke et al., 1998,
1999; Essen et al., 1998) revealed its kidney-shaped tertiary
structure, consisting of seven transmembrane helices la-
beled A–G. The chromophore all-trans retinal is bound to
K216 at helix G via a protonated Schiff base link, consti-
tuting a hydrophobic barrier halfway through the proton
channel. The absorption of a photon initiates a series of
proton transfer reactions inside the protein. These reactions
result in a net translocation of one proton into the extracel-
lular space after completion of the catalytic cycle. Interme-
diates of this cyclic reaction in BR detected by optical
spectroscopy are arranged in a photocycle. A widely ac-
cepted minimal model consists of a linear sequence of
intermediates labeled J, K, L, M, N, and O, most of which
have significant back-reactions. The initial step in the pho-
tocycle is light-induced isomerization of the retinal to the
13-cis configuration. The molecule passes through the
short-lived K and L intermediates before the Schiff base
becomes deprotonated during the L-to-M transition. This
reaction is accompanied by a shift in the absorption maxi-
mum to 410 nm. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) stud-
ies showed that D85 acts as an acceptor for the Schiff base
proton (Braiman et al., 1988; Gerwert et al., 1989; Fahmy et
al., 1992). In the same instant, a change of the hydrogen
bond network causes the appearance of a proton on the
extracellular surface of the protein (Rammelsberg et al.,
1998), which may possibly be released by a E204/E194
dyad (Essen et al., 1998). A further differentiation of the
intermediates occurs in the M state. The M1 and M2 states,
which have identical absorption maxima in the visible spec-
trum, can be distinguished by double-flash experiments
(Druckmann et al., 1992; Hessling et al., 1997; Nagel et al.,
1998). In the transition from M1 to M2, the retinal Schiff
base is unprotonated and is assumed to change its orienta-
tion from the extracellular to the cytoplasmic half of the
proton channel (e.g., Schulten and Tavan, 1978; Gerwert
and Siebert, 1986; Oesterhelt et al., 1992; Lanyi, 1993). The
Schiff base becomes reprotonated in the subsequent M-to-N
transition by D96 as a proton donor (Gerwert et al., 1989,
Pfefferle et al., 1991; Bousche et al., 1991). Reprotonation
of this donor occurs as the photocycle proceeds from N to
O, accompanied by the uptake of a proton from the cyto-
plasm and the reisomerization of the chromophore (Hes-
sling et al., 1993).
A major conformational change in the protein is revealed
by diffraction experiments (Dencher et al., 1989; Koch et
al., 1991; Nakasako et al., 1991; Subramaniam et al., 1993;
Han et al., 1994; Kamikubo et al., 1996; Sass et al., 1997;
Oka et al., 1999; Subramaniam et al., 1999; Lu¨cke et al.,
1999) as well as infrared spectroscopy (Rothschild et al.,
1981; 1993; Gerwert et al., 1990; Souvignier and Gerwert,
1992; Sass et al., 1997). However, its characteristics and
mechanism are still obscure. Diffraction experiments yield,
in principle, data about the change in the atomic coordinates
of the entire protein but suffer from limited time resolution.
Hence the authors of these studies had to use mutants to
stabilize the intermediate of interest. A common approach is
to use D96 replacement mutants (Koch et al., 1991; Subra-
maniam et al., 1993; Sass et al., 1997; Lu¨cke et al., 1999),
as the decay of the M intermediate is prolonged by two
orders of magnitude compared to that of the wild type.
Likewise, the F171C mutant is used to accumulate the
intermediate N (Kamikubo et al., 1996). Other strategies
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involve arginine solution treatment (Nakasako et al., 1991)
and cooling (Han et al., 1994). Despite different approaches,
all authors agree on a prominent conformational change in
the vicinity of helix G. Furthermore, in the BR mutants as
well as in arginine-treated wild type, a tilt of helix F is
reported. This movement is visible in the frozen wild type to
a smaller extent (Subramaniam et al., 1993). The rise of
these conformational changes could not be followed but
must occur during the lifetime of the M state because the L
intermediate and the initial state do not show significant
structural differences (Subramaniam et al., 1999). Time-
resolved FTIR studies, on the other hand, give kinetic
information on backbone motion based on analysis of the
amide bands. The results reveal that the most prominent
amide band changes occur during the M-to-N transition
(Gerwert et al., 1990; Souvignier and Gerwert, 1992; Hes-
sling et al., 1993; Rothschild et al., 1993). Further detailed
analysis of these structural changes is required for a better
understanding of the underlying molecular events.
Electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy applied to
site-directed spin-labeled proteins allows for time-resolved
analysis of local conformational changes (Hubbell and Al-
tenbach, 1994; Hubbell et al., 1996). This method has
already been used for kinetic studies of the structural dy-
namics at selected regions of the BR molecule (Steinhoff et
al., 1994, 1995; Rink et al., 1997; Mollaaghababa et al.,
2000). Conformational changes in the cytoplasmic loops
were found to occur during the lifetime of M and during the
M-to-N transition. The light-induced change in the spin-
spin interaction between two attached nitroxides yielded
evidence for a transient opening of the cytoplasmic part of
the proton channel (Thorgeirsson et al., 1997).
In the present study, a complete set of spin-labeled cys-
teine mutants of the C-D loop, positions 100–107, and of
the E-F loop, including the first -helical turns of helices E
and F, amino acid positions 154–171, is analyzed by means
of time-resolved continuous-wave EPR spectroscopy. We
compare the kinetics of the transient EPR signals with the
kinetics of the photocycle determined in the visible spec-
trum to assign the structural changes to the photocycle
intermediates. The transient changes in the nitroxide mobil-
ity during the photocycle are translated into a model of the
structural changes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mutagenesis, expression, and spin labeling were performed as previously
described (Pfeiffer et al., 1999; Steinhoff et al., 1999). The spin
label (1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3-methyl)methanethiosulfonate
(MTSSL) (TRC, Toronto) was covalently attached to the cysteine residues
of the membrane-bound BR mutants to yield the spin-labeled side chain
R1. Time-resolved continuous-wave EPR experiments were performed
using a homemade EPR spectrometer with a homemade TE104 rectangular
cavity. This cavity features two sample holes. One of these takes a quartz
flat cell (volume 200 l) containing the BR sample at a concentration of
200–500 M. A light beam focused into the second hole is reflected onto
the sample by a 90° prism mounted inside the cavity. The high transmis-
sion of the light path outweighs the drawback of a lower filling factor in
our experiments. Spectra were taken at 293 K, with the microwave power
set to 1.2 mW. The B-field modulation amplitude was 1.5 G for the
continuous-wave spectra and 3 G for time-resolved experiments. Light
pulses were generated by a homemade high-energy xenon flash lamp (bulb
supplied by ILC Technologies) at 80 J of electrical energy/pulse and a
duration of 30 s. A 435-nm cutoff filter suppressed undesired secondary
photo processes. An infrared filter prevented the sample from transient
heating. A remaining artificial EPR signal was compensated for by alter-
nate subtraction of transients recorded inside and outside the paramagnetic
resonance. The field switching was done by an additional pair of modula-
tion coils. Depending on the signal-to-noise ratio, between 103 and 104
transients were averaged for each mutant. The whole setup was controlled
by a personal computer, which also performed 12-bit analog-to-digital data
acquisition at a sampling rate of up to 20 kHz. The response of the analog
electronics to a rectangular input signal was found to be exponential, with
a rise time set to either 0.1 or 1 ms.
A sum of exponential functions was fitted to the transient EPR signals,
S(t), to characterize the photocycle kinetics. To account for the rise time of
the spectrometer, we convoluted the sum of exponentials with the response






for A  i. The amplitudes ai of the relaxation component i and their time
constants, i, are the parameters varied during the fit. The time constant A
of the response function of the amplifier was fixed to 0.1 ms or 1 ms.
Model calculations proved that values of i down to 0.2 ms can be
determined, even with an amplifier time constant, A, set to 1 ms.
Absorbance measurements were carried out on a homemade optical
bench at 11 wavelengths in the visible (405, 415, 450, 470, 490, 515, 550,
580, 605, 635, and 665 nm). Transient data were sampled between 50 and
2000 times at 12-bit resolution after laser flash excitation at 540 nm. The
repetition rate was set between 0.5 s1 and 0.06 s1, depending on the
photocycle duration of the respective mutant. The transients were pro-
cessed by a global fitting program as described (Rink et al., 1997).
RESULTS
A model of the BR structure based on the data given by
Essen et al. (1998) is shown in Fig. 1. Those amino acid
positions that were replaced by spin-labeled cysteines are
indicated. Residue L100 terminates helix C, and residues
V101 to D104 define the cytoplasmic C-D loop. Residues
Q105 to T107 form the first -helical turn of helix D.
Positions 154–157 are located at the cytoplasmic end of
helix E. Residues 158–165 form the E-F loop. According to
these data the residues 166–171 are in helical conformation
and form the N-terminus of helix F. The location and
orientation of side chains 164–166 were determined from
the mobility of the attached nitroxides and their accessibility
for paramagnetic quenchers (Pfeiffer et al., 1999). Spin
labels attached to engineered cysteine residues in the three
cytoplasmic loops were already shown to exhibit spectral
changes during the photocycle, which were interpreted as
transient conformational changes in the BR molecule
(Steinhoff et al., 1994; Rink et al., 1997; Mollaaghababa et
al., 2000). Residues with considerable EPR spectral changes
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were D36R1 in the A-B loop, V101R1 in the C-D loop, and
E161R1 in the E-F loop. No EPR transient could be ob-
served at position 38, most likely because of the lack of N
intermediate accumulation in this mutant (Riesle et al.,
1996). The absence of any transient EPR signal for the
nitroxides attached to position 105 was evidence that helix
D is not involved in the structural rearrangement (Steinhoff
et al., 1994).
Continuous-wave EPR spectra
The shape of the continuous-wave EPR absorption spectra
reflect the molecular motion of the protein-bound nitroxide.
The extent of thermal fluctuation of the spin-labeled side
chain is limited by its interaction with the local protein
environment (Miick et al., 1991, 1993; Todd and Mill-
hauser, 1991; Steinhoff and Hubbell, 1996). Thus static
EPR spectra contain information about the tertiary structure
and the flexibility of the protein in the immediate vicinity of
the bound nitroxide. If the reorientational motion of the spin
label is only negligibly restricted by interactions with neigh-
boring atoms of the protein backbone or side chains, the
anisotropic components of the g and hyperfine tensors are
averaged, resulting in a spectrum with narrow linewidth and
minimal apparent hyperfine splitting. On the contrary, if the
local environment imposes strong restrictions on the nitrox-
ide motion, absorption lines broaden and the apparent hy-
perfine splitting reaches a maximum.
The continuous-wave EPR spectra of the studied mutants
reveal a large variety of motional restriction (cf. Fig. 2, this
paper, and figure 2 of Pfeiffer et al., 1999). As expected,
strong immobilization of the nitroxide is found for the
spin-labeled side chain incorporated into the cytoplasmic
ends of the helices C, D, E, and F. The spectra of the
nitroxide at position 100 at the C-terminal end of helix C
and at positions 106 and 107 in the N-terminal region of
helix D show the typical lineshape of a spin label with
strong tertiary interaction buried in a highly structured en-
vironment (Mchaourab et al., 1996). According to the struc-
ture the dynamics of the nitroxide side chain at position 100
is restricted because of interaction with atoms of helix G,
while the reorientational motion of the spin label at 107 is
FIGURE 1 Model of the bacteriorhodopsin backbone according to the data of Essen et al. (1998). (a) Amino acids that were replaced by cysteines and
modified with the spin label MTSSL and the chromophore are indicated. (b and c) Two views of the cytoplasmic surface show the locations of the
modifications in the E-F and C-D loops.
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constrained by helix E (cf. Fig. 1). The nitroxide G106R1 is
most likely subject to tertiary interaction with a neighboring
BR molecule of the trimer similar to Q105R1 (Steinhoff et
al., 1994). The increased mobility of the nitroxide at posi-
tion 101 reveals the beginning of the loop, in agreement
with the structural data. Similar motional freedom is found
in the spectra of D102R1, A103R1, and Q105R1. The
highest degree of mobility is revealed for the nitroxide
located at position 104, where the side chain is oriented
toward the aqueous phase. However, the mobility of this
side chain is still more restricted than that of side chains
D36R1 in the A-B loop (Rink et al., 1997) or S162R1 in the
E-F loop (Pfeiffer et al., 1999). This is evidence that the
C-D loop is structurally more ordered than the A-B or E-F
loops.
EPR spectra that are typical of nitroxides located within
well-structured -helical protein regions are found for spin-
labeled residues F154R1, G155R1, T157R1, V167R1,
S169R1, T170R1, and F171R1 in the helices E and F, in
agreement with the structural data (cf. figure 2 of Pfeiffer et
al., 1999). Considerable interaction with the tertiary struc-
ture is also revealed for the loop residues A160R1 and
M163R1. The nitroxide side chains with the highest mobil-
ity are found at the loop positions 159, 161, 162, 164, 165,
and 166 (Pfeiffer et al., 1999). Similar spectral shapes are
found for spin-labeled BR or lysozyme mutants, in which
the cysteines are attached to interhelical loops (Altenbach et
al., 1990; Mchaourab et al., 1996; Rink et al., 1997). The
high mobility of these side chains is a result of negligible
intermolecular and intramolecular contacts and may addi-
tionally reflect the high flexibility of the backbone in this
loop region. The experimental EPR data are in agreement
with the structure of the cytoplasmic ends of helices E and
F. The orientation of the side chains of residues 160–164 is
supposed to form a turned loop with the side chain of
M163R1 oriented toward the proton channel, whereas the
nitroxide at position 162 faces the aqueous phase (Pfeiffer et
al., 1999).
Absorbance changes in the visible spectrum
during the photocycle
The integrity of the structure and function of the spin-
labeled cysteine mutants is monitored by means of the
analysis of the absorbance change in the visible spectrum.
Furthermore, the kinetic characterization of the photocycle
provides the basis for the interpretation of the time-resolved
EPR experiments in terms of the photocycle intermediates.
The photocycle kinetics were measured at 11 wave-
lengths in the visible and analyzed by means of a global
fitting procedure (Rink et al., 1997). Starting at 1 s after
laser flash excitation, a sum of five exponentials is sufficient
to fit the absorbance changes for most of the spin-labeled
mutants. The nomenclature of the rates follows that of
Hessling et al. (1993). 5 and 2 describe the biphasic rise of
the M intermediate. 4 describes the M decay and the rise of
N and O, respectively; 3 contributes to the decays of M, N,
and O, whereas 6 is assigned mainly to the decay of the
N-intermediate to the BR initial state. For L100R1,
V101R1, A103R1, G106R1, T107R1, T170R1, and F171R1
an additional time constant, 8, is necessary, which contrib-
utes to the recovery of the initial state. The respective values
of these time constants are given in Table 1, together with
the relative amplitudes of the respective exponentials mea-
sured at 415 nm.
As can be seen from the comparison with the wild type,
the time constants describing the rise and decay of the
intermediate M, 2, 4, and 3, are generally not much
altered by the exchange of the native amino acids by spin-
labeled cysteines in helix E and in the E-F loop from
position 154 to position 166. A significant decrease of the
lifetime of the intermediate M (4) to less than 50% of that
of the wild type is revealed for L100R1 in helix C and
R164R1, V167R1, and T170R1 in helix F. A significant
variation of 6, which contributes to the recovery of the BR
initial state, is found for all mutants. This time constant is
FIGURE 2 Continuous-wave EPR spectra of the MTS spin label at-
tached to the cysteine mutants of the C-D loop region recorded at 293 K.
The total scan width is 12.8 mT. A comparison of the linewidth of the
center line and the apparent hyperfine splitting reveals a variety of different
motional freedom of the nitroxides, depending on the location of the spin
label side chain. The EPR spectra for the sequence from F154R1 to
F171R1 were presented and discussed in a preceding paper (Pfeiffer et al.,
1999).
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increased up to 10-fold compared to that of the wild type.
Significant contributions of 8 to the recovery of the initial
state are seen for mutations of the C-D loop and of helix F
at positions 170 and 171. The amplitudes of the exponen-
tials with time constants 6 and 8 are small at 415 nm (see
Table 1) but determine the absorbance change at 570 nm
significantly (not shown).
The contributions of every time constant to the rise and
decay of the absorbance at a given wavelength, the ampli-
tude spectra, are similar to that of the wild type for the
modifications of helix E and of the E-F loop. A strong
negative amplitude of the exponential function character-
ized by 4 is found for V167R1, A168R1, and S169R1 at
550 nm, which is evidence for the accumulation of the N
intermediate. In contrast, only a small contribution of 4 at
550 nm could be detected for D102R1. A pronounced
accumulation of O is visible in the amplitude spectra of
D102R1 and T170R1, where the O intermediate is blue
shifted. Low O concentrations were found for G155R1,
F156R1, and E166R1.
In summary, the influence of the mutation on the photo-
cycle is small in the sequence from 154 to 166. Consider-
able changes of the photocycle due to the mutations are
revealed for T170R1 and F171R1 in helix F, and for the
mutants of the C-D loop. These changes involve the inter-
mediates N and O.
EPR spectral changes induced
by photoexcitation
Changes in the nitroxide mobility lead to characteristic
changes of the first derivative absorption spectra. By means
of phase-sensitive detection referenced to a periodic light
excitation, the difference spectrum between the BR initial
state and excited states can be measured directly (Steinhoff
et al., 1994). Within certain spectral ranges, the shape of
these difference spectra is unequivocally correlated with a
mobility change, as was shown by Rink et al. (1997) by
means of spectra simulations with an effective reorienta-
tional correlation time as a measure of the nitroxide mobil-
ity. Rink et al. (1997) have also shown that the ratios of the
transient amplitude changes in the regions of the spectral
extremes are a measure of transient mobilization or immo-
bilization of the nitroxide. These effects are distinguishable
from changes in the polarity in the vicinity of the spin
labels, which mainly alters the hyperfine tensor and leads to
considerable spectral changes close to the zero passages of
the low and high field lines. For the present study the
relative amplitudes of the signal changes were determined
for the extremes of the low field and the center lines. A
comparison with the results of spectral simulations revealed
that the amplitude ratios of observable transients were in
agreement with changes in the effective rotational correla-
TABLE 1 Time constants of the transients detected in the visible and of the decay of the EPR transients 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8
Sample 2 (ms) 4 (ms) 3 (ms) 6 (ms) 8 (ms) c (ms)
Wild type 0.08 2.2 (33%) 7 (67%) 18 (0) — —
L100R1 0.08 0.8 (97%) 16 (8%) 100 (4%) 390 (0) —
V101R1 0.08 2.6 (34%) 14 (66%) 180 (0) 820 (0) 2.6  0.5
14  2
D102R1 0.09 2.2 (46%) 8 (46%) 71 (8%) — —
A103R1 0.10 1.6 (70%) 9 (29%) 86 (2%) 720 (1%) 0.3  0.2
9.3  1.0
D104R1 0.08 3.5 (50%) 14 (46%) 120 (4%) — —
G106R1 0.10 3.2 (12%) 10 (43%) 38 (41%) 240 (4%) —
T107R1 0.10 2.3 (56%) 12 (26%) 48 (10%) 260 (5%) —
F154R1 0.08 2.2 (63%) 9 (32%) 63 (5%) — 0.8  0.3
S158R1 0.08 2.4 (65%) 12 (32%) 100 (3%) — 0.3  0.2
K159R1 0.09 1.6 (87%) 12 (13%) 120 (0) — 2.1  0.5
E161R1 0.12 1.8 (56%) 6 (42%) 110 (2%) — 0.2  0.2
M163R1 0.09 3.3 (61%) 12 (38%) 110 (1%) — 0.2  0.2
R164R1 0.10 1.1 (85%) 7 (15%) 31 (0) — 0.7  0.2
E166R1 0.10 1.8 (70%) 12 (27%) 83 (3%) — 0.9  0.2
V167R1 0.07 1.1 (85%) 4 (15%) 74 (0) — 0.6  0.3
T170R1 0.06 1.0 (84%) 11 (19%) 110 (2%) 1300 (5%) 0.3  0.2/0.9
F171R1 0.11 1.4 (75%) 11 (24%) 120 (4%) 820 (3%) 3  2
The rise of the EPR transient, c, is listed separately. Time constants and amplitudes result from a multiexponential fitting of the absorbance transients
measured at 11 different wavelengths. The respective relative amplitudes for a wavelength of 415 nm are given in parentheses. The amplitudes of the
exponentials with time constants 6 and 8 are small for 415 nm but contribute significantly to the recovery of the initial state as measured at 550 nm and
580 nm.
The standard deviations of the time constants determined in the visible spectrum are less than 10%; those of c were determined from the fitting of a
complete set of up to 104 transients. The time constant representing the fast fraction of the biphasic M rise, 5, is found to be between 0.02 and 0.04 ms
for wild type and all mutants. The time constants of the photocycle kinetics for the samples with cysteines introduced into the E-F loop that do not show
any EPR transient are given by Pfeiffer et al. (1999).
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tion time. Evidence for an additional contribution due to a
change in the hyperfine tensor was found for the nitroxide at
position 171, which was most probably due to a transient
polarity change in the environment of that nitroxide.
Helices C and D and the C-D loop
Transient changes in the spin-labeled side-chain mobility
were observed for the nitroxides at positions 101 and 103 in
the C-D loop. The B-field-dependent amplitudes of the EPR
spectral changes indicate a transient decrease in the nitrox-
ide mobility. This is in agreement with earlier results on
these mutants (Steinhoff et al., 1994; Mollaaghababa et al.,
2000). Typical EPR transients are shown in Fig. 3. A sum of
exponentials was fitted to the EPR data. The amplitudes and
time constants of the EPR signal rise were varied, whereas
the signal decay was simulated with time constants deter-
mined from the kinetic data in the visible spectrum. The
effect of the convolution with the response function of the
phase-sensitive detector (PSD) was considered as described
in Materials and Methods. The integration time of the PSD
was set to 1 ms for all samples, with the exception of
V167R1, which was measured with an integration time of
0.1 ms. The calculated values of the rise time of the EPR
transient, c, are given in Table 1; the contributions of the
respective correlation times to the decay of the transient
EPR signal are displayed in Fig. 3.
The biphasic rise of the EPR transient of V101R1 occurs
with time constants of 2.6 ms and 14 ms. These values are
identical to the time constants 4 and 3 describing the M
decay and the rise of the N and O intermediates. The decay
of the conformational change is mainly determined by 6.
The biphasic rise of the structural changes detected at po-
sition 103 is fitted with a time constant of 0.3 ms and a small
contribution characterized by 3. Thus the dominant fraction
of the conformational change occurs with a time constant
significantly less than the rise of the N intermediate, which
was found to be 1.6 ms. The decay of the transient EPR
signal is governed by 8.
No transient signals could be monitored for the nitroxides
at position 100 in helix C, at positions 102 and 104 in the
C-D loop, and at positions 106 and 107 in helix D. The
absence of any transient spectral changes of L100R1 can be
explained by the high motional restriction of the nitroxide
side chain already present in the BR initial state. The
spectral shape is similar to that of a powder spectrum, and
an additional decrease in the mobility would not be visible.
The mutation at position 102 seems to inhibit the accumu-
lation of the N intermediate in a manner similar to that of
D38R1 (Riesle et al., 1996), as can be judged from the
amplitude spectra determined in the visible. Hence, a con-
formational change that is coupled to the appearance of the
N intermediate would not be detectable.
The absence of any detectable conformational changes at
positions 104, 106, and 107 is evidence that helix D is not
involved in conformational changes. This is in agreement
with earlier results, where no transient EPR spectral changes
were found for the nitroxide at position 105 (Steinhoff et al.,
1994). Thus a movement of helix C or alterations of the
interaction of the nitroxide side chain with the E-F loop
must be responsible for the increased motional restriction at
positions 101 and 103. However, the large distance between
the E-F loop and position 103 makes a direct interaction
between this side chain and the E-F loop unlikely. Hence a
movement of helix C that decreases the flexibility of the
C-D loop would account for the EPR data.
Helix E and the E-F loop
Transient EPR spectral changes are observable for the ni-
troxide at position 154 (Fig. 3). The amplitude of the spec-
tral change indicates a transient increase in the spin-labeled
side-chain mobility. The rise of the transient EPR signal
occurs with a time constant of 0.8 ms. The M intermediate
appears with time constants similar to those of the wild type,
10 s and 80 s; the fastest decay of M is given by 4	 2.2
ms. The decay of the EPR signal is determined by 3. No
transient EPR signals were found for the nitroxides at po-
sitions 155, 156, and 157. A transient increase in the nitrox-
ide mobility is found for side chain S158R1. The EPR signal
rises with a time constant of 0.3 ms, which is again clearly
different from the rise and decay times of the M interme-
diate. Again, the transient EPR signal disappears with 3.
A transient immobilization is detected for the nitroxide at
the E-F loop position 159, with a rise time of the EPR
transient similar to 4. A transient of very small amplitude
was found for A160R1 (not shown), which indicated a
transient immobilization in agreement with earlier results on
that mutant (Mollaaghababa et al., 2000). The rise time of
the EPR transient could not be resolved. Transient immo-
bilization with a rise time less than 4 was also found for
positions 161 and 164. A comparably large transient signal
consistent with an increase in the nitroxide mobility is
revealed for M163R1 with a rise time of 0.2  0.2 ms. The
biphasic decay of the EPR signal of all loop mutants occurs
with time constants similar to the values of 3 and 6. No
EPR signal change upon photoexcitation is detected for
S162R1, as expected. The high mobility of this side chain in
the BR initial state is in agreement with the absence of any
tertiary interaction and an orientation of the side chain
toward the aqueous phase.
Helix F
The nitroxides at positions 166 and 170 in helix F undergo
a transient immobilization upon photoexcitation. The rise
time of the transient EPR signal is given by 0.9 0.2 ms for
E166R1 and 0.2 (0.2/0.9) ms for T170R1. The decay of
the signal is well fitted by the value of 3 for E166R1. In
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FIGURE 3 EPR signal changes after photoexcitation. The average of 2000 transients of each mutant is shown. Exponential fit curves (solid lines) and
the dominating time constants, which contribute to the signal decay, are included (dashed lines). The dotted lines show the behavior of the fast fraction
of the M decay (time constant 4), which was determined from measurements of the absorbance changes in the visible spectrum. A convolution with the
response function of the EPR spectrometer (PSD time constant set to 0.1 ms for V167R1 and to 1 ms for the other samples) facilitates a direct comparison
of the behavior of the M decay with the rise of the EPR transients. The fitted time constants are given in Table 1.
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contrast, the recovery of the initial state dynamics of the
nitroxide at position 170 is mainly determined by 8. The
nitroxide side chains of V167R1 and F171R1 in helix F
sense a transient decrease in the tertiary interaction. The
EPR signals rise with time constants similar to the respec-
tive values of 4 determined from the study of the photo-
cycle in the visible spectrum. The transient signals decay
mainly with the time constants 6 (167) and 8 (171). No
transient EPR spectral changes were detectable for the ni-
troxides at positions 165, 168, and 169.
DISCUSSION
We have a detailed picture of the proton pathway through
the BR molecule, including the specific role of certain
amino acids revealed by FTIR spectroscopy. However, the
characteristics and the mechanism of the structural change
during the photocycle are still subject to discussion. Re-
arrangement of the -helices and of the cytoplasmic loops
includes a switch after deprotonation on the extracellular
side that makes the Schiff base accessible from the cyto-
plasmic medium. The complete description of these struc-
tural changes with high local and time resolution would be
the first step toward a structural understanding of such a
switch.
The picture of the conformational changes reported in the
literature is diverse, most likely because of the different
methods used to stabilize the intermediates of interest. Con-
formational changes in BR were revealed by x-ray and
cryoelectron diffraction methods. Using D96 replacement
mutants with a prolonged lifetime of the intermediate M, an
outward movement of helix F and structural changes within
helix G were revealed, which were interpreted as a de-
creased flexibility of the helix backbone (Dencher et al.,
1989; Koch et al., 1991; Subramaniam et al., 1993, 1999;
Sass et al., 1997). Small conformational changes were de-
tected in the vicinity of helices B and C. Mutations of F171
provide a BR molecule with a long-lived N intermediate
(Kamikubo et al., 1996). The authors observed structural
changes close to helices E, F and G. The study of the
accumulated O-like intermediate of the mutant L93A re-
vealed structural changes of helices F and G, in agreement
with the results mentioned above (Subramaniam et al.,
1997). Furthermore, small structural changes close to heli-
ces B and C were observed. Diffraction studies of the
structure of different intermediates appear to be much more
difficult for the wild-type BR because of the limited time
resolution of the diffraction experiments. The freeze
quenching of a mixture of M and N showed structural
changes in the vicinity of helices B and G and evidence for
a small tilt of helix F (Subramaniam et al., 1993). Site-
directed spin labeling revealed conformational changes of
all of the three cytoplasmic interhelical loops during the
lifetime of M and during the M-to-N transition (Steinhoff et
al., 1994; Rink et al., 1997; Mollaaghababa et al., 2000).
Interspin distance measurements within a pair of attached
spin labels showed that the E-F loop moves away from both
A-B and C-D loops after proton transfer to D85 (Thorgeirs-
son et al., 1997). Recent x-ray diffraction data of the D96N
mutant in the MN state show that the cytoplasmic ends of
helices F and G are disordered between the E-F interhelical
loop and residue 176 and beyond residue 222, respectively
(Lu¨cke et al., 1999). Compared to the BR initial state, the
first residue to move in helix F was found to be V177,
displaced 0.16 nm away from the center of the molecule.
Notable main-chain movements were resolved within helix
G, involving the region from residue 215 to residue 222,
most likely a consequence of the strain induced by retinal
isomerization.
Changes in the photocycle due to spin labeling
In the analysis of the structural changes the discussion of a
possible influence of the spin labeling on the structure and
function of BR cannot be excluded. Careful analysis of the
photocycle time constants and the amplitude spectra reveals
that the functional properties of BR with modifications of
helix E and of the E-F loop are only slightly changed
compared to the wild type. A considerable change in the
reaction rates is revealed for mutations of the C-D loop and
helix F. The introduction of a spin-labeled cysteine at po-
sitions 101, 103, 170, and 171 leads to a delay of the
recovery to the initial state. The decay of the M intermediate
is accelerated for R164R1, V167R1, T170R1, and F171R1.
This is most probably due to structural influences of the
bulky spin label on the initial state structure and the struc-
tural relaxation. The side chains of residues V167R1,
T170R1, and F171R1 face the interhelical region where the
opening occurs (see below). The steric interaction of the
nitroxide may tilt helix F out and hence may allow a more
rapid reprotonation of the Schiff base. In turn, the uptake of
a proton by D96 from the cytoplasmic surface requires an
increase in the pK of D96, which may be triggered by the
closing of the proton channel. Because this closing may be
incomplete for the mutants with the nitroxides attached to
the F-helix and to the nearly rigid C-D loop, the reprotona-
tion of D96 is decelerated and the decay of the N interme-
diate is delayed. This is in agreement with the results of
Brown et al. (1995), who used maleimide labels to study the
influence of bulky groups after attachment to helix F. In
summary, for solvent or lipid-exposed protein surface sites,
substitution of the native side chain by R1 produces little
change in the photocycle, except for residues that may be of
functional importance. This is in agreement with findings of
Mchaourab et al. (1996) that solvent-exposed sites and
substitution of loop sites by R1 are essentially without effect
on enzymatic activity and thermal stability. Even for most
of the buried site mutants the effect of R1 on the photocycle
is small. Furthermore, the sequence-dependent variation in
the EPR lineshapes and in the accessibility of paramagnetic
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quenchers to the helical sites is consistent with the expec-
tation based on previously determined BR structures (Gri-
gorieff et al., 1996; Essen et al., 1998; Pfeiffer et al., 1999).
Thus the assumption is justified that the information ob-
tained from the transient EPR spectra reflects the changes in
the native structure on the level of the side-chain location.
A model of the structural change determined
from transient mobility changes of the nitroxides
The transient mobility changes of the nitroxide side chains
of the studied mutants are schematically displayed in Fig. 4,
where a projection of the cytoplasmic part of BR onto the
membrane plane is shown. Two sites on the tertiary inter-
action surface of helix F, 167 and 171, show a transient
increase in mobility, whereas the nitroxides at positions 166
and 170 are transiently immobilized. On the other hand, the
nitroxides on the exposed face (165, 168, and 169) show no
detectable mobility change. This suggests that the second-
ary structure of the cytoplasmic end of helix F remains
unchanged. According to the structural data and the mobil-
ity analysis of the nitroxides (Pfeiffer et al., 1999), the side
chains E166R1 and T170R1 are oriented toward helix G,
whereas the nitroxides at positions 167 and 171 point to-
ward helices C and E, respectively. A transient increase in
the distances between helices F and C and between helices
F and E would decrease the tertiary interaction of residues
167 and 171 and thus would account for their transient
mobilization. Although the EPR data of V101R1 and
A103R1 may indicate a movement of helix C or E, these
movements are unlikely to be large, because the nitroxides
at position 156 in the contact area between these helices and
at position 107 between helices D and E do not show any
mobility change. Hence the results point to a transient
movement of the cytoplasmic end of helix F away from
helix C. The decrease in the mobility of the nitroxides
E166R1 and T170R1 indicates a transient strengthening of
tertiary interaction between the cytoplasmic parts of helices
G and F. This may be a consequence of the movement of
helix F away from helix C or of a shift of the cytoplasmic
moiety of helix G toward helix F.
A movement of helix F must influence the structure of the
E-F loop. The mobility of the spin-labeled side chains
attached to the loop positions 159, 161, and 164 is tran-
siently reduced. The underlying conformational change ap-
pears to be small, because no spectral change could be
detected at position 162 and only small transients were
observed for the nitroxide at position 160. The nitroxides at
loop positions 159, 161, and 164 are exposed according to
their mobility and their accessibility to paramagnetic
quenchers (Pfeiffer et al., 1999). According to Mchaourab et
al. (1996), backbone dynamics determines the nitroxide
mobility for exposed loop positions, although the increased
freedom of rotation about the C-C bond in loops com-
pared to sites in helical structures may also contribute. Thus
the observed transient immobilization of the nitroxides at
these positions may be the consequence of a transient steric
hindrance of rotation about the C-C bond or, more likely,
of a conformational change that reduces the backbone flex-
ibility of the loop. This conformational change is accompa-
nied by an increased mobility of the nitroxide at position
163. This spin-labeled side chain is subject to tertiary in-
teraction and is supposed to be oriented toward the contact
interfaces between helices C, E, and F (Pfeiffer et al., 1999).
The increased mobility is strong evidence against a move-
ment of helix F toward helix E. In fact, an outward move-
ment of helix F would transiently stretch the E-F loop,
increasing the distance between the nitroxide at position 163
and helix C, according to the present structural model. The
increased motional freedom at positions 154 and 158 may
be the consequence of the F helix movement. The -helical
structure of the C-terminal turn of helix E may be tran-
siently disturbed, leading to a higher flexibility of this part
of the helix, which is reflected in an increased dynamics of
the spin labels at positions 154 and 158. An outward move-
ment of helix E due to a traction of the E-F loop cannot be
excluded. The extent of this movement, however, must be
small, because no mobility change was detected at position
157, which was shown to interact with a BR molecule of a
neighboring trimer (Pfeiffer et al., 1999). The structural
changes detected in helix E at positions 154 and 158 are
consistent with the observation of a decreased electron
FIGURE 4 Schematic display of the top view of the cytoplasmic struc-
ture of BR. The locations of the spin-labeled side chains are shown. The
transient increase and decrease in the nitroxide motional freedom during
the photocycle are indicated by small arrows pointing upward and down-
ward, respectively. Squares denote spin-labeled side chain positions, where
the rise of the conformational change occurs during the M-to-N transition
or later, and circles denote positions where the structural change is mon-
itored during the lifetime of the M intermediate. The shapes of the transient
spectral changes are in line with an outward movement of helix F and
rearrangements of the A-B, C-D, and E-F loops and the C-terminal turn of
helix E. Results on D36R1 and T46R1 (Rink et al., 1997) are included.
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density in that region (Nakasako et al., 1991; Subramaniam
et al., 1993; Kamikubo et al., 1996; Sass et al., 1997).
The present study clearly shows an outward movement of
helix F, in agreement with the results of most of the dif-
fraction studies (for a review see, e.g., Haupts et al., 1999).
This interpretation of the structural changes is now based on
a whole set of spin-labeled mutants. The results found for
positions 170 and 171 with a delayed recovery of the BR
initial state are strongly supported by the results from mu-
tants V167R1, E166R1, and M163R1, the photocycles of
which are only slightly prolonged compared to the wild
type. Thus this structural change is not the property of a
special mutant, but is most likely a general property of BR.
However, the extent of the helix movement might be dif-
ferent for the different mutants.
Movements of helix F and of the terminus of helix E may
have an effect on the position of helix C. Evidence for a
conformational change close to helix C is given by the
transient EPR signal changes of the nitroxides at positions
101 and 103, in agreement with previous studies (Steinhoff
et al., 1994; Mollaaghababa et al., 2000). The decrease in
nitroxide mobility may be explained by a decrease in the
intrinsic flexibility of the C-D loop or the increase in the
nitroxide interaction with the nearby tertiary structure. This
is again in agreement with diffraction experiments that
reveal a decrease in the electron density in the vicinity of the
C-D loop and a corresponding increase in the vicinity of
helix C, which is evidence for a helix movement during the
photocycle (Subramaniam et al., 1993, 1997; Sass et al.,
1997).
The time course of the structural change
The results of the diffraction studies of the BR D96N
mutant with a delayed M decay show the occurrence of a
conformational change during the M intermediate (Subra-
maniam et al., 1993; Lu¨cke et al., 1999). However, FTIR
spectroscopy revealed an intermediate with an unprotonated
Schiff base and an N-like protein conformation, which was
labeled MN (Sasaki et al., 1992). In wild-type BR, structures
different from the initial state were found under experimen-
tal conditions where either the M or the N state should
predominate. From this the authors concluded that the ob-
served structural changes are involved in the proposed M1-
to-M2 transition. X-ray diffraction and FTIR studies of
wild-type BR and of the mutant D96N at different degrees
of hydration also point to the existence of distinct states in
the M intermediate that differ in their conformation (Sass et
al., 1997). Double flash experiments were successful in
discriminating between two M states differing in the rates
for the reprotonation of the Schiff base, which were as-
signed to the states M1 and M2 (Druckmann et al., 1992;
Hessling et al., 1997; Nagel et al., 1998). Time-resolved
FTIR spectroscopy shows small amide band changes occur-
ring during the M1-to-M2 transition, which were interpreted
to indicate a movement around the Y185 and P186 peptide
bond. However, the most prominent changes in the amide
bands and thus the largest peptide backbone movements
were found to appear during the M-to-N transition (Souvig-
nier and Gerwert, 1992; Rothschild et al., 1993; Hessling et
al., 1993).
The present study shows that the transient EPR signals
rise before the M decay for mutants A103R1, S158R1,
E161R1, and M163R1 (cf. Fig. 3 and Table 1). Deconvo-
lution of the EPR transients reveals that this is also true for
F154R1 and E166R1 (Table 1). For the remaining mutants,
V101R1, K159R1, R164R1, T170R1, and F171R1, the de-
cay time of M, 4, and the rise time of the conformational
change, c, agree within experimental error. Of the tran-
sients with rise times faster than 4, four can be interpreted
as rising with 2, the slow rise time of the M intermediate,
and may thus be attributed to the L-to-M transition. How-
ever, the variance in the fitted values of c does not allow us
to exclude the possibility that the conformational change
detected in these mutants occurs during the lifetime of the
M intermediate. In this case and for the other transients with
rise times between 2 and 4, the explanation of the ob-
served kinetics requires a minimum model with at least two
M intermediates of different structures, which we label M1
and M2. To explain the variation in the rise time of the
structural change, c, for the different mutants we assume
that the equilibrium for the M1-to-M2-to-N reaction is mod-
ulated by the mutation. In mutants where the rate of the M1
decay exceeds that of the M2-to-N transition, M2 is accu-
mulated and the structural change occurs with a time con-
stant of the M1-to-M2 transition, the value of which is
between the optically determined rise times of M and N, 2
and 4. If, on the other hand, the rate of the M2-to-N
transition exceeds that of the M1 decay, M2 does not accu-
mulate. Hence, the rise time of the structural change should
be similar to the rise time of the N intermediate, 4. This is
found for V101R1, K159R1, V167R1, T170R1, and
F171R1. The kinetic data in the visible spectrum do not
yield any evidence for a systematic increase in the Schiff
base reprotonation rate, strengthening the conclusion that
the M1-to-M2 transition is delayed for these mutants. It is
interesting to note that EPR experiments on the double
mutant D96N/V101R1 reveal that the conformational
change arises during the M intermediate with a time con-
stant similar to that found for V101R1, whereas the repro-
tonation of the Schiff base and thus the M-to-N transition
are dramatically delayed because of the lack of a proton
donor (Mollaaghababa et al., 2000). Our model is in agree-
ment with this observation. However, it cannot be excluded
that a sequential occurrence of conformational changes in
different parts of the protein contribute to the striking vari-
ation in the EPR kinetics with side-chain location (cf. Fig.
4). The movement of helix F, which is accompanied by the
rearrangement of the cytoplasmic moieties of helices C, E,
and G, occurs before the M decay. This movement is
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detected by the nitroxides attached to positions 103, 154,
158, 161, 163, 164, and 166. The corresponding conforma-
tional change may be associated with the switch that
changes the accessibility of the Schiff base from the extra-
cellular to the cytoplasmic moieties of the proton channel,
MEC and MCP (Haupts et al., 1999). Subsequently, a rear-
rangement of side-chain orientations in the vicinity of D96
takes place. Side-chain locations 46, 101, 159, 167, 170, and
171 are involved in this conformational change, which
dominates the observed EPR transients of the respective
nitroxides and may report a further tilt of helix F. The
presented scheme is in agreement with results of FTIR
spectroscopy and diffraction data. Small amide band
changes can be seen to develop during the M intermediate.
These changes may be associated with alterations of the
tertiary structure, as revealed by x-ray and electron diffrac-
tion data, which involve changes close to helices B, C, F,
and G. The pair of peaks near helix F was suggested to
indicate a net outward movement of this helix. The most
prominent amide band changes occur during the M-to-N
transition (Gerwert et al., 1990; Souvignier and Gerwert,
1992; Rothschild et al., 1993; Sass et al., 1997). These
amide band changes may be associated with the structural
changes detected by the nitroxides in the vicinity of D96.
The underlying structural rearrangement may prepare the
transfer of the proton from D96 to the Schiff base and
relaxes in a multiphase manner during the remainder of the
catalytic cycle.
In conclusion, a detailed picture of the structural changes
in the cytoplasmic loops and in the cytoplasmic ends of
helices E and F of BR could be developed. Furthermore, this
work has enhanced the time resolution of EPR studies of
site-directed spin-labeled proteins to the submillisecond
time range and thus may expand the range of future appli-
cations of this method.
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